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Finn and bones shields



Mirror or Block Mirror is a craft item in Finn and Bones that can be used as a modified for items. It naturally has 10 defenses, and up to 10 of any other stature can add to it. It can be used as a consumer as well, but its main uses are such a bumper modifier, surfing ingredients for shields and basic swords, where it adds a
mirror element to it, or as a craft recipe for other items, such as water or the ice to be attached. A mirror block can be added to a wooden shield to make a wooden loop. Fires can be added to ice and make water. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Navigation is the process of
creating new and or improving items from two old items. This is done by putting the two items to be manufactured together in the two best places near the inventory. Generally, the item on the right has its stats added to that on the left, but some recipes ignore the order, such as Canning Recipes. Some of the most useful
items you can craft are, the fire/ice alt version of a sword or shields with the Manly Baard. If you need help, click Princess Bubblegum in-game &gt; and it can give you some good tips. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Only 3 shields exist in-game. From worst to best are: Wood
Shield Edit Shield's Wood is the first plate of the game. and a defensive starter at 6 with a max defense of 30. You immediately found it as a reward from Level 1, part of the tutorial for new players. Shield Armor edit Shield the armored buckle is the mid-game loop, with a defensive start at 30 and a max defense of 100. It
can be found on Level 11 and or Level 12. Skull Shield Edit's Skull Shield is the end-game shields, with a defensive start at 100 and a max defense of 250. It can be found on Level 20 and or Level 21. Also, remember that these shield plates can provide an element across ice or a flame. Only 5 swords exist in game-.
From the worst are: Contents [Show] Sword Finn's Edit You find it immediately during the tutorial and do the 40 Total Damage *[and once modified with items related to the attack stat and there may be an extra one of your choice as long as you add the right item]*. Iron Sword Edit You find it as a reward on Level 8, 9, 10
or 11 and performs 120 Damages of Total *[*. Ninja Sword Edit You find it as a Reward on Level 16 and performs 300 Damages of Total *[*. Scimitar Scimitar Modified You get it during the end-game levels, such as Level 20, and does 450 Damage in Total. It also can be found on bonus level with ice/flame components
on it *[*. Axle Bass Edit You get to the final star bonus level connected to Level 23 at the end and does 500 Damage of Total *[*. This weapon is a classic part of Adventure Time since he's part of Marceline, a good friend to Finn and Jake. The Witches Modified Witches you get it to the final level, Level after defeating the
first and only big boss, the Witches Underworld, (hence the name of the sword **) and performing 800^ damage of total *[*. (If you really want to know how to get this sword first to try, click here) ^ Around there. ** - The type of sword similar to this in the current show. Jake gets kidnapped by an Underworld Witches and
Finn who will save him. With the help of bubblegum prenses in the soothing will definitely make a team abusive. That's kind of a walk for the game I guess. To play the game click here the only elements of play here are fire and ice. So you can make ice shield with sword and fire shield with sword. I have a ton of the
below screenshot of some of the items you may find in the game and some of the monsters you will face. The only thing I don't like is that you can't change out the swords and shields during the fight. Tips: When you get a new item such as a sword or a shield or whatever you remember what level it comes from! You can
go back to that same level and play it over and over again to get the same item. So say you wanted to make a fire shield with a shield of ice then just go to the level where you get the toe shield and beat it twice to get 2 shields. Also if you are wondering what level there is that item then don't worry! Because every time
you beat a level that you haven't beaten before and that level has an item provided then the game is always going to give you a new weapon or shields if it hasn't given you. So just play the game until you find a new item. If you want this item again then keep replacing and defeating this same level. You like hording
items, but fight with the 12 slots to inventory space? Then do not ... smart and use the mixed window to hold onto some of your items. See the image below and still remember combining images which are the same to ameore the attributes and mixed portions of the same color together until they maxed out. You can also
mix fire with fire boosting it even going for the ice: SPOILER!!! Finn &amp; Bones at the end of the game. Just for those who want to know how it ends but don't want to play in the game: That's all! If you have any comment questions and I will answer you. Player: More awasome games in thegamerstop.com Jason gets
kidnapped by an Underworld Witches and Finn who will save him. With the help of bubblegum prenses in the soothing will definitely make a team abusive. That's kind of a walk for the game I guess. To play the game click here the only elements of play here are fire and ice. So you can make ice shield with sword and fire
shield with sword. I have a ton of the below screenshot of some of the items you may find in the game and some of the monsters you will face. The only thing I don't like is that you can't change out the swords and shields during the fight. Tips: When find a new item such as a sword or a shield or whatever you remember
what level it came from! You can go back to that same level and play it over and over again to get the same item. So say you wanted to make a fire shield with a shield of ice then just go to the level where you get the toe shield and beat it twice to get 2 shields. Also if you are wondering what level there is that item then
don't worry! Because every time you beat a level that you haven't beaten before and that level has an item provided then the game is always going to give you a new weapon or shields if it hasn't given you. So just play the game until you find a new item. If you want this item again then keep replacing and defeating this
same level. You like hording items, but fight with the 12 slots to inventory space? Then do not ... smart and use the mixed window to hold onto some of your items. See the image below and still remember combining images which are the same to ameore the attributes and mixed portions of the same color together until
they maxed out. You can also mix fire with fire boosting it even going for the ice: SPOILER!!! Finn &amp; Bones at the end of the game. Just for those who want to know how it ends but don't want to play in the game: That's all! If you have any comment questions and I will answer you. Player: More awisome games in
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